Nonuniversal atmospheric persistence: different scaling of daily minimum and maximum temperatures.
An extensive investigation of 61 daily temperature records by means of detrended fluctuation analysis has revealed that the value of correlation exponent is not universal, contrary to earlier claims. Furthermore, statistically significant differences are found for daily minimum and maximum temperatures measured at the same station, suggesting different degrees of long-range correlations for the two extremes. Numerical tests on synthetic time series demonstrate that a correlated signal interrupted by uncorrelated segments exhibits an apparently lower exponent value over the usual time window of empirical data analysis. In order to find statistical differences between the two daily extreme temperatures, high frequency (10 min) records were evaluated for two distant locations. The results show that daily maxima characterize better the dynamic equilibrium state of the atmosphere than daily minima, for both stations. This provides a conceptual explanation why scaling analysis can yield different exponent values for minima and maxima.